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Miller Asks Education Bill To Be Killed

A Student Government Senate resolution calling for change in the block teaching schedule for the College of Education "is in the process of being withdrawn," according to the bill's sponsor, Education Senator Debbie Hanshew.

The resolution was one part of a two-part package calling for one day off per week for students in the education block, and additional credits for teaching students, which passed the senate November 18.

According to Miss Hanshew, unknown to her at the time of the bill's passage, Dean of Education Caleb C. Miller "had already made preparations to give junior intern students an extra block day off."

"For this reason," said Miss Hanshew, "I withdrew the resolution. It will probably be necessary to draw up a second bill requesting that the resolution be made void.

"I hope to do this within the next three weeks," said Senator Hanshew.

The second resolution calling for an increase in credits from two to three hours for student teaching has been undone by Senator Miller, who has planned to appoint a committee of four law faculty and graduate students to examine "the overall view of the education process." (Continued On Page 5)

Miller Asked To Proclaim '7th Of March Day In State'

A resolution which would urge Governor Reubin Askew to proclaim March 7 "Project 7th of March Day in Florida" was introduced on the floor of the Florida Senate last week by Senator Bill Gunter, as his way of supporting the 'straw vote' movement which originated at FTU.

"Project 7th of March" is a bipartisan drive to stimulate voter participation among Florida's 17- to 21-year-old college voters.

The ballot for the voting will be exactly the same as the ballot for "Stop The World" Coming To Tech

The idea is coming to town. Look to the future for "Stop The World I Want To Get Off," the musical which will be presented February 5, 6, and 7 in the Science Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Advance tickets are available at Stepp's and at Student Government. Tickets are $5.00 for adults and $1 for students. There is no admission charge for anyone from FTU. Tickets will also be sold at the door.

Expect an exciting different approach to the musical, said production director Mrs. Frances Johnson. Director of music is Richard Schornheim, and technical director is Jim Pay.

Cast includes the dynamic Diane Davis, Sharon Kiefer, Debra Storl, Mary Fran McHugh, Phyllis Shangraw and Laurie Ward. Ann is Lisa Casselberry, Susie is Susie Santry, Ely is Cheryl Casselberry and Littlechef is Vince Santu. Assistant director is Sandy Allkinson; assistant technical director is Kathy Wagner.

A bill to appropriate $380 from reserve funds for student elections by Senator Rex Brown, the current Miss FTU, has been passed by Student Government Senate and signed by SG President Frank Santry.

Bill H. 18, which passed January 8 and passed January 13 at regular senate meetings, was proposed by Senator Lee Constantine (General Studies) after a misunderstanding arose concerning the duration of the senate session.

The FTU Foundation, which had undergone a change of directors, had given only one quarter's tuition to Miss Askew. Senator Santry and other students centered that the scholarship was for a full year.

The change of directors of the FTU Foundation took place when the first president, judge Charles Andrews, died. Allen Tauscher was selected, as announced by Judge Andrews May 14, 1970.

Miss Askew was questioned by several senators concerning the question of involvement in the bill to appropriate funds, and Tauscher agreed to the bill provided the scholarship be the original plan.

The bill, first read January 6 and passed January 13, includes the bill to appropriate funds in the following week. (Continued On Page 5)

RUSAN AURREY
signed a contract guaranteeing her a one-quarter scholarship.

Castellano said in a statement that "By investigation I have produced the following details: First, Student Government has no record of a contract ever being signed by Miss Askew; second, the student coordinator could not produce a copy of the contract, and third, no mention of a specific scholarship amount was carried in the student primary."

According to Bill Castellano, senator in the College of Social Sciences, a student who helped coordinate the 1971-72 Miss FTU Pageant said Miss Askew had

Miss FTU
Given Money By SG Senate

By Beth Weisemann

A bill to appropriate $380 from reserve funds for student elections by Senator Rex Brown, the current Miss FTU, has been passed by Student Government Senate and signed by SG President Frank Santry.

Bill H. 18, which passed January 8 and passed January 13 at regular senate meetings, was proposed by Senator Lee Constantine (General Studies) after a misunderstanding arose concerning the duration of the senate session.

The FTU Foundation, which had undergone a change of directors, had given only one quarter's tuition to Miss Askew. Senator Santry and other students centered that the scholarship was for a full year.

The change of directors of the FTU Foundation took place when the first president, judge Charles Andrews, died. Allen Tauscher was selected, as announced by Judge Andrews May 14, 1970.

Miss Askew was questioned by several senators concerning the question of involvement in the bill to appropriate funds, and Tauscher agreed to the bill provided the scholarship be the original plan.

The bill, first read January 6 and passed January 13, includes the bill to appropriate funds in the following week. (Continued On Page 5)

What Is The 100/100 Dance? What Is The 100/100 Dance?
Rumor has it a favorite phrase of reporters when no decision has been made is: “there will be no Miss FTU contest this year. Assuming that this is correct, since FD has allocated no funds to the production of a contest, one might easily surmise that someone has embarked upon a ‘Cut the Traditions’ campaign.”

SG and VC motives in this and the homecoming weekend are honorable. As usual, they are trying to appeal to the largest number of students and at the same time, spend as little money. But with a budget of $120,000 (SG), nearly any cut in the allocations appears as little more than a drop.

It has been estimated that a Miss FTU Pageant would cost approximately $2,000. Perhaps this figure was suggested to spare SG from getting involved in the never-ending fund conflicts with the FTU Foundation. The $2,000 would surely cover both the contest and the Senate’s pageant for one year.

The sad fact of the matter is, the Village Center and Student Government are the only student-oriented organizations with money or power to arrange and sponsor activities of this nature. So if both groups decide to chuck something, it is forgotten. Even though the latter group is spending student money, that small number of senators can, in one shot, completely dissolve something that many people may be expecting and anticipating. And it is beyond even our imagination how many senators will remain students in his college on a given subject, so we cannot accept the idea that complete lack of interest is the motivating factor.

Obviously lack of interest on the part of the senate enters into the problem. There just might not be any senators interested in spending the time necessary to produce a good pageant. But that is hardly cause to ignore the existence of the contest.

We were under the impression that SG was created to handle these projects. Those persons are supposedly motivated toward coordinating programs of this type. If SG is unwilling to spend its time on these areas, it is certain SG has let their decision be known in time for someone else to do the work.

A Matter of Opinion

Gabriel Yoni, a native of Lebanon, has been in this country for four years. A Matter of Opinion will be a column, it is hoped, that will give some insight from a slightly different point of view into many of the topics which will be discussed in college student today. Politic, religion, art, politics and student affairs are but a few of the many topics which will be discussed in this column.

Students who would like to discuss the column with Yoni or who have suggestions for it may contact him in the FoTuRe office, Li 213.

By Gabriel Yoni

Most of us are still trying to grasp the idea of the world today. How it is, and how we want it to be. We blame generations past, and go along with the system. We call ourselves intellectuals, wanting to change the world, we refuse to be labeled and we are the first to label, “the establishment, the system, the old generation...”

As a French writer once said, “Il faut que jeuseurse passe,” youth must follow its drives from energy. And supposedly one day we willl be part of that same system. They gave a new trend to culture, they created a new concept of illusionary solution. Politics is the game, and how well can you build up compete with the world we want so much to change. Politics may be the name of the game, but speak up and dare is the game of life.

Gaugelmann Praises FM Station Report

Richard J. Junkins
President, NPC

Gaugelmann was pleased with the recent report issued by the university ad hoc committee on an educational FM station, which is the beginning of a tremendous project. The station to be constructed as a FM radio station which can be heard by the populace of Greater Orlando, will cost as high as $120,000. Another obstacle, besides funding, is obtaining permission from the FCC to broadcast.

In spite of the great obstacles, I think it will still be one of the greatest things to happen to FTU. The station has great capability to be a public relations instrument for the university. To many area students not living on campus, education, worry foreign affairs and the everlasting war in Southeast Asia.

What most of them will be doing will be just stating facts with an illusionary solution. Politics is the game, and how well can you build up your system is how well you will do. And what will be the outcome, the aftermath of all those scholarly speeches and promises? Are we so much interest that we will hold on to any passing rage for changes? What the must follow its drives from energy. And supposedly one day we willl be part of that same system. They gave a new trend to culture, they created a new concept of illusionary solution. Politics is the game, and how well can you build up compete with the world we want so much to change. Politics may be the name of the game, but speak up and dare is the game of life.
SG Senate Expulsions Create 4 Vacancies

The Student Government Senate presently has a total of 11 vacancies, of them expulsions, 2 resignations and the other five are vacancies never filled after the fall elections.

Bob Hutchinson, senior senator (Education), was officially expelled from the senate Thursday, Jan. 13, when he was charged with his fourth unexcused absence. A statute presently calls for expulsion whenever a senator is charged with "in excess of 3 unexcused absences per quarter." According to SG President Charles Simpson, senators who are expelled for absences may appeal the case to a special senate committee. Hutchinson has this prerogative, said Simpson.

Senators who were expelled due to failure to maintain a 2.0 grade-point average include Kevin Hopper, junior senator (Education); Vickie Rhodes, freshman senator (Humanities); and Roberta Thomas, freshman senator (Natural Sciences).

According to the present FTU student handbook, "to be eligible for any position of leadership or responsibility in any recognized student governing group, organization, publication or activity a student must" among other things "have a minimum GPA of 2.0 for the preceding quarter."

"This means, in effect," said SG PresidentFrank Santry, "that a student could have a 3.5 overall, get a 2.0 for the quarter, and immediately be ineligible to hold office."

Santry has requested a study of this "previous quarter's rule."

It seems only fair, he said, "that a student cannot be responsible for his own academic career, so I have asked the Student Government Affairs to review the policy."

The president for student affairs for the quarter, W. Roy Brown said that "If it is decided to change the policy, it will necessitate a new handbook before the policy can go into effect."

The two senators who resigned recently were Danny Scott, sophomore senator (Education), who is now working full-time and is unable to continue with his duties as a senator and Bruce Gardner, sophomore senator (Engineering). Gardner, said, "All of the existing vacancies must be filled by appointees which must be approved by a majority of all of the members of the senate," said Santry. "We have received 3 applications to this date, and another 2 students who are interested to apply, if they qualify, by the present Student Government offices in the library."

Students who wish to qualify for the senate must:

1. Be enrolled for a minimum of 12 credit hours during the academic year, have a minimum GPA of 2.0 for the preceding quarter.
2. Have a cumulative GPA and an FTU GPA of at least 2.5.
3. Have no current disciplinary academic restrictions.
4. No more than 2.0 absences per semester.

Also, students must be enrolled in the class and college which they wish to represent in the senate.

Growth Expected In Grad Programs

Controlled growth is predicted for the new graduate programs in psychology and communication, according to Dr. Robert Jaffee, coordinator of the Industrial Psychology Program. He said that eight students are now full participating in his program. Having received 25 applications this year, Jaffee said the program expects 30 applications during its second year, with 10 students to be accepted.

The graduate program in communication involves 11 regular students, one provisional student and about 20 post-baccalaureate students. (Those now taking a degree). Twenty full-time regular students will enter the program next year.

Commenting on the success of the communication graduate program which he heads, Dr. Robert Arnold said, "It's still a little early, but we anticipate six of our students will graduate in August."

Minimum requirements for entering both programs include a 2.0 grade point average during the last two years of college and a score of 2,000 on the Graduate Record Exam.

Campus Glances

ACTION APPLICATIONS

Carol Ayers, former public voluntary agency member with ACTION, the office formed after the merger of the Peace Corps and VISTA, will be at the Village Center next Thursday and Friday to provide information and help fulfill applications for persons interested in participating in these volunteer programs.

Students unable to visit with Miss Ayers while she is on campus, may obtain more information by writing ACTION, 544 Peachtree St., N.W., Atlanta, Ga., 30308 or by calling toll free 1-800-242-0580.

SITUATION

Secretary/typist

An established company is seeking a full-time secretary/typist. Candidate must have experience in typing dictation, performing bookkeeping tasks, and other clerical duties.

Union

For January 2, 1972, the City of San Francisco propose to quote for

FOR SALE

1972 Ford Ranchero

$11.25 will put your message here
Music Recital Opens Season
Monday Night

The music department will open its winter quarter season Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium with a Faculty chamber music presentation.

The program will feature Arpad Szomoru, assistant professor of music, cellist; Mrs. Iris Kupfer, pianist, and Mrs. Sabina Micarelli, violinist.

Szomoru is conductor of the FTU Philharmonic Orchestra and an assistant professor in the music department. Mrs. Kupfer, a Rollins graduate, has been an instructor of piano with the music department for three years.

A graduate of the University of Minnesota, Mrs. Micarelli, wife of Humanities and Fine Arts dean, Charles Micarelli, has studied at the Paris Conservatory of Music and was violin soloist with the University of Paris Chamber Orchestra.

KUNDALINA YOGA

After many centuries of passive reverence, yoga has suddenly been reborn in a new liberalized form. Contrary to popular belief, it is not necessary to tie oneself into knots and pretend not to feel any exercising pain. This new form of yoga is flexible; allowing the student to use one, any, or all of the yoga teachings.

Emphasis in FTU yoga classes, to begin 7 P.M. Wednesday, will be centered on meditation exercises and physical exercises. Meditation exercises in LR 212 will be concerned with strengthening concentration which is essential to studying. During meditation exercises the individual will achieve a state of total relaxation.

Instructed will be in achieving greater flexibility of the body, which aids in coordination as well as learning the proper techniques of breathing. Those who attend the classes are asked to dress loosely and dive lightly at least one hour prior to class.

STUFF TO WEAR INC.

The shop that caters to the Beautiful People, and those who would like to be...

has for

YOU

JEANS

SKINNY RIBS

LOW CUT CORDS

ELEPHANT BELLS

BODY SUITS

and

Other nice things to cover your body.

Come in and Dig it.

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT CENTER

RECRUITING SCHEDULE—JANUARY 1972

DATE INTERVIEWING ORGANIZATION INTERESTED IN:


Thurs. Jan. 27 VISTA/Peace Corp (Action)

Fri. Jan. 28 VISTA/Peace Corp (Action)

Fri. Jan. 28 Florida Power Corp.

SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS IN PLACEMENT CENTER—AD 725

NOTICE: Students must register with the Placement Center before they may interview.

The French Connection
Connects Thrills, Action!

By Fred Effort

Isn't it amazing how well information "sinks in" when presented in an exciting and interesting manner? An example of this is shown at the Park West movie theatre with the current feature, "The French Connection." If you want to see "what's happening, Baby" with the Naro division of the police in and about New York City, this is the film that tells it like it is, since it is based on a true case.

Set in vividly depressing areas of New York much of the film, the locales are strictly the real thing, using excellent contrasts to help the not-depending on their mood. Orchestra.

Three scenes which tend to intrigue that the French language is hardnosed, problems show up clearly in his centered on meditation exercises and physical exercises. Meditation exercises in LR 212 will be concerned with strengthening concentration which is essential to studying. During meditation exercises the individual will achieve a state of total relaxation. Instructions will be given in achieving greater flexibility of the body, which aids in coordination as well as learning the proper techniques of breathing. Those who attend the classes are asked to dress loosely and dive lightly at least one hour prior to class.

"The French Connection." If you want to see "what's happening, Baby" with the Naro division of the police in and about New York City, this is the film that tells it like it is, since it is based on a true case.

Set in vividly depressing areas of New York much of the film, the locales are strictly the real thing, using excellent contrasts to help the not-depending on their mood. Orchestra.

Three scenes which tend to intrigue that the French language is hardnosed, problems show up clearly in his centered on meditation exercises and physical exercises. Meditation exercises in LR 212 will be concerned with strengthening concentration which is essential to studying. During meditation exercises the individual will achieve a state of total relaxation. Instructions will be given in achieving greater flexibility of the body, which aids in coordination as well as learning the proper techniques of breathing. Those who attend the classes are asked to dress loosely and dive lightly at least one hour prior to class.

"The French Connection." If you want to see "what's happening, Baby" with the Naro division of the police in and about New York City, this is the film that tells it like it is, since it is based on a true case.

Set in vividly depressing areas of New York much of the film, the locales are strictly the real thing, using excellent contrasts to help the not.
Sales Pitch Is Panic Tactic
Says Car Salesman Grindle

Art Grindle's forceful sales presentation is a result of panic, said the Orlando car dealer while speaking to a speech and human relations class. He advised that the more common style—"the three-legged stoop" image—just was not selling cars for him, so he threw away the script and began a campaign that has made him known all over Central Florida and has made his dealership one of the top 10 Chrysler dealerships in the nation.

Grindle admitted that the "hard sell" approach and the gimmickry of stumping atop a used car does turn off some of the middle class audience. "But what alienates some customers is that the buyer. I bring it down to a personal level and a one-to-one relationship. I talk to the camera as if it were my customer, and I say exactly what I want to do—I want to sell you a car."

Grindle has a degree in business and another in law. He said he does not plan to take a bar examination any time soon, however, "I'm doing all right where I am!"

VC Offers Cash For Best Ideas

The Village Center is again offering cash to the person who will submit the winning proposals for a non-classroom educational program. Ideas are being sought from students, faculty and staff.

The first winner in the program was Lawrence Wyatt of the English department, whose "Film,Film and American Violence" is set to underwrite.

The primary requirement for the program is that ideas submitted for consideration be educational in nature and designed to assist academic development outside the classroom.

The cash prize of $750 is to be used by the person or persons who develop the winning proposal to pay all expenses that may accrue, such as speakers, films and the like.

The deadline for submission of the proposals is February 11.

---

Alpaca Sweaters

It's 100% Alpaca ... which immediately makes it top drawer. But Lord Jeff fit and styling there's a great dimension. You find things like Raglan Sleeves, the Turn-back Cuff, the Hip-Hugging Bottom, and the lavish assortment of colors. It's The Ultimate Cardigan, $32.50.

Rutlands

DOORWAY TO A MAN'S WORLD
@ COLONIAL PLAZA MALL @ WINTER PARK MALL

---

Job Outlook: The Market Spectrum

By Ann Sperring

Three facts should be noted when considering the future of jobs and workers. First, there are more people looking for work than ever before. Two, many of these people are better educated. Three, many professions are "dying up." Where the jobs will be depends on what you do.

The youth will have a corner on the future job market. About 7 out of 10 new workers expected by 1980 will be ages 16 through 34. They will be well-educated and specialized. There were 83.3 million civilian jobs in 1970. By 1980 the figure is projected at 94.6 million.

There will also be 15 million more workers on the market. Is there a place for 15 million additional workers? A breakdown of jobs looks optimistic, but personnel, secretaries and typists.

One of the top growth areas is to be the committee appointed by Miller. According to Charles Simpson, St. John's president, approximately $2,000 is needed for the program, and $S would be assuming the scholarship costs.

Currently a committee is considering the feasibility of appropriating funds for the contest. The committee consists of Freshman Senator Bill Druskamp, Senior Senator Charles Black and Freshman Senator Karen Gay. A decision must be made soon, according to Simpson, because the Miss Florida Workshop will be held this weekend. However, at present no decision had been announced.

---

The Graduate......

---

Campus Glances

JACKSON COMING

Campus Coordinator Doug Elliott said that Washington Senator Henry "Scoop" Jackson will be on the FTU campus sometime during the month of February.

Jackson plans to stop in the VC Green during his visit to campus, according to Elliott.

LINDSAY COMING

New York City Mayor John V. Lindsay, declared Democratic candidate for president, will be in Orlando tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in the Plaza Mall. He will be present at the 3:30 p.m. grand opening of his campaign headquarters at 28 E. Washington St.

MCGOVERN COMING

South Dakota Senator George McGovern will be here at 8 p.m. at the Washington Shores Association for Recreation, 3000 W. Cypress Circle. He will speak on the March 14 presidential primary. McGovern's appearance is open to the public with a master's degree. A few basic reasons for this growth include increased demand for better hospital and medical care, for more protection, services, housing, population and urbanization lead to more crime and for more use of professional facilities in the field, social scientists say.

The supply of the top 20 fields are predicted to be well-shuffled by 1980. Some fields are in increasing demand, such as education, while others have experienced decreases, such as agriculture. For years, education has been one of the fastest growing fields. There is a need for more teachers and school administrators. It is a field that is not hot at the present.

That's a breakdown of major job classifications. One field overlaps into the next such as teachers. The government. Uncle Sam and his Civil Service system is becoming a more mechanized one.

24 HOURS - 7 DAYS A WEEK

Dyedio Child Care & Kindergarten

3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground

PHONE 365-5023

OVIDIO

---
TKE

This past weekend the brothers held their Annual New Port Richey. The purpose of the retreat was for the brothers to have fun and discuss the goals for the coming year. There was plenty of fun, especially the friendly game of football that was played on Saturday. The brothers would like to thank Tom Stewart for the arrangements and the brothers who prepared the excellent meals. It was a pleasure to see that this weekend's door prize should go to Bat Tompkins.

The TKE basketball team started the week off good with an upset victory over FAU on the score of 33-29. The team was led on offense by Don Jacob, and rebounding was excellent on the part of Penny Harrison, Rick Keller and Larry Murphy.

The brothers are proud to announce the new officers of Tau Kappa Epsilon for the coming year. They are Don Jacobs, prystanik; Don Whitman, egpynikii; Hoywood, Gordon, grammmus; Rich Schott, crypophob; Robert Ryan, histor; Mike Murphy, egpynikct; Putman. Brother Putman is visiting them. The pledge program has been exemplary on the part of Denny Knowles, pr4ed and then went to the candlelight ceremony in the Alumni Building. There their initiation into Phi Psi was followed by a reception for a reunion in their honor.

The brothers of Phi Sigma Chi were Lisa Young, Sherry Wright, Sheila Wilson, charlene Williams, Jacob Thompson, Lauren Owen, Jo Ogian, Kati Nicksell, Jan McCormack, Shelly Wright, Myoploies, Robert Nance Finch, Patty Feemster, Joan Driggers, Bob Batson and Trenya Barton.

Last Monday night, Tyes held a second meeting following the official pledging ceremony. After the ceremony the pledges bid the new members farewell. They received their pledge books and were told what would be expected of them. The pledge program has been completely revamped by Dieta Prevat, pledge trainer. The program commitment and friendship and received, instead of an obedience.

Pledge officers were elected as follows:

They are Kenneth M. McCormack, President; Sheila Wright, Secretary-Treasurer; and Jacques Thompson, Historian.

The pledge program will be attended in the year of the Kappa Sigma 1972 basketball team's championship with an 59-24 drubbing of LNA. This year's team, which is certain to come up in another ceremony, was led by Paul Harkiewicz, Don Watts, Rich Smiley, Cliff Russell, and Tim "the Stork" McClain. On the other hand of the court, so to speak, is a team led by former member of Florida, Lloyd "Little Adolf" Woosley, and led by almost anybody.

Everyone is reminded of the BVO party which will be taking place at the house tonight. If you don't know what BVO means show up and find out.

Congratulations to all the brothers who were initiated into the fraternity last Sunday night. The new little sisters are Rhonda Anderson, Jan Townsend and Jan Warricar.

The pledge program for this quarter is in full swing. Two officers have been held, a professional function at the Villa Nova last Tuesday night, and a smaller lesser. From the turnout at these functions another good pledge class is expected. One rush remaining is the rush dance tomorrow night at the Gofiedle Villas Apartments recreation room at 8 p.m. All brothers, members, wives and/or girls are requested to attend. Rushes are also invited this afternoon to join the brothers for an afternoon of "social pledging" from 3-5 p.m.

Rushes are invited of the chapter meeting next Monday at the Gofiedle Villas Apartments, beginning at 7:30 p.m.

ΔΩΠ

Bia Rho chapter of Alpha Tau Omega was host this past weekend, to the National President John Putman. Brother Putman is visiting brothers in the world before returning to the National Headquarters in Champaign, Ill.

Poker Night is today starting at 10 p.m. There will be a rush party held at brothers in the hollidays. "Tea and Crumpets" will be served and "Nation" will supply the man. A cleanup party is scheduled for tomorrow morning to prepare the house for the party that evening.

ΔΖΑ

Kappa Sigma's 1972 basketball season is concluded with a 59-24 drubbing of LNA. This year's team, which is certain to come up in another ceremony, was led by Paul Harkiewicz, Don Watts, Rich Smiley, Cliff Russell, and Tim "the Stork" McClain. On the other hand of the court, so to speak, is a team led by former member of Florida, Lloyd "Little Adolf" Woosley, and led by almost anybody.

Everyone is reminded of the BVO party which will be taking place at the house tonight. If you don't know what BVO means show up and find out. Congratulations to all the brothers who were initiated into the fraternity last Sunday night. The new little sisters are Rhonda Anderson, Jan Townsend and Jan Warricar.

The pledge program for this quarter is in full swing. Two officers have been held, a professional function at the Villa Nova last Tuesday night, and a smaller lesser. From the turnout at these functions another good pledge class is expected. One rush remaining is the rush dance tomorrow night at the Gofiedle Villas Apartments recreation room at 8 p.m. All brothers, members, wives and/or girls are requested to attend. Rushes are also invited this afternoon to join the brothers for an afternoon of "social pledging" from 3-5 p.m.

Rushes are invited of the chapter meeting next Monday at the Gofiedle Villas Apartments, beginning at 7:30 p.m.

ΔΩΠ

Tri Delta welcome their new pledges for the winter quarter. The pledges are Connie Porkey, Tracy Crowles, Teresa Black, Rhonda Clark, Kim Palmer, Laurie Metz, Janet Kincel, Linda Mick, Margaret Ham, Anneth, Kathleen Denman, Nina Wilson, Jan Murdock, Pam Campbell, Sara Jo McLemore, Claudia McGee and Debbie Omnenfeuer. The girls received flowers and see in competition with the sisters to the Monday night at the aluminate advisor's house.

Field secretary was Billie Roberts, is voting for the sorority for the next Tournament.

The Amalgamated Tea Drinker's Association of Ty-One-On will officially honor the ladies for their good works. At a tea party being given by the sisters this week, she is now in competition for the National award for the Tri Delta IDA award. This award is given to a girl for outstanding service to the sorority and the campus.

ΔΣΠ

Delta Sigma Pi performed including the Iota Colloquy, last Friday night and 13 new brothers have been welcomed into the fraternity. Congratulations are due in order for the following new brothers: John Blackwell, Tim Brown, Chuck Grant, Donald Cairns, Watt Hill, Joe Holder, Lynn Knowles, Neil Lipscomb, Martin Norman, Bob Powell, Don Risteen, Bill Rous, Bob Searcy and Bennie Wheeler.

The rush program for this quarter is in full swing. Two officers have been held, a professional function at the Villa Nova last Tuesday night, and a smaller lesser. From the turnout at these functions another good pledge class is expected. One rush remaining is the rush dance tomorrow night at the Gofiedle Villas Apartments recreation room at 8 p.m. All brothers, members, wives and/or guests are requested to attend. Rushes are also invited this afternoon to join the brothers for an afternoon of "social pledging" from 3-5 p.m.

Rushes are invited of the chapter meeting next Monday at the Gofiedle Villas Apartments, beginning at 7:30 p.m.

ΔΩΠ

Tea Epikon Phi came out in full force to attend last Friday night's FTU victory over FIT basketball game and to help little sister cheerleader Carolyn Kerko in her cheerleading for the team and brother Don Ross.

This quarter TEP will again participate in the Cerebral Palsy Telethon. As in the past years, the brothers will do whatever they can in this charity program.

January 12 alumniBYTES Alpha and brother Bob Carroll finished in first place among the fraternities and third overall in FTU's Duplicate Bridge Tournament.

The Amalgamated Tea Drinker's Association of Ty-One-On will officially honor the ladies for their outstanding service to the sorority and the campus.

ΔΣΠ

Delta Sigma Pi performed including the Iota Colloquy, last Friday night and 13 new brothers have been welcomed into the fraternity. Congratulations are due in order for the following new brothers: John Blackwell, Tim Brown, Chuck Grant, Donald Cairns, Watt Hill, Joe Holder, Lynn Knowles, Neil Lipscomb, Martin Norman, Bob Powell, Don Risteen, Bill Rous, Bob Searcy and Bennie Wheeler.

The rush program for this quarter is in full swing. Two officers have been held, a professional function at the Villa Nova last Tuesday night, and a smaller lesser. From the turnout at these functions another good pledge class is expected. One rush remaining is the rush dance tomorrow night at the Gofiedle Villas Apartments recreation room at 8 p.m. All brothers, members, wives and/or guests are requested to attend. Rushes are also invited this afternoon to join the brothers for an afternoon of "social pledging" from 3-5 p.m.

Rushes are invited of the chapter meeting next Monday at the Gofiedle Villas Apartments, beginning at 7:30 p.m.

ΔΩΠ
There will be no Project Physics this summer, unless FTU can provide the funds.

A request for money to the National Science Foundation (NSF), which has funded the program in the past, has been denied because of the "same money problems facing other federal agencies," said Dr. John Bolte, dean of academic affairs. "They had too many applications and could only finance a few of them."

There is no word yet about the availability of funds for the summer institute for high ability high school students.

The summer institute and Project Physics are two of a three-part summer program which also includes an ecology session for Central Florida biology instruction. Project Physics is for high school teachers in the United States and foreign countries who learn about new physics programs.

Poetry Of Photography Stresses Communication

By Grace Kehrer

The essence of St. Francis of Assisi is resurrected in the poetry and photographs of Brother Bernard. Like Francis, Bernard sings hymns of praise to sun, moon and sea. Both being a bearer of love into communion with celestial brothers, sisters and heavenly father, Bernard's poems are songs of capture simply sung, sincerely offered. Like the medieval saint, Bernard's human feelings dominate his songs and the emphasis is on communication, not poetic elegance.

As a messenger, Bernard carries his hymns of joy and thanksgiving wherever he goes. Exploring this world he exposes slivers of vibrant life. Within the folds of age and spies God's divinity reflected in the eye of the divine warmth.

Searching for the soul of man, the poet's eyes turn inward. The soul Bernard seeks is described in his poetry and the vision in his heart is held fast in the unblinking camera's eye.

In his "Last Will and Testament," Bernard prays to be returned to the earth, scattered about the Universe, allowed to roam free. He sees love becoming a vehicle to carry men to God. Man experiences God's love in Nature God's multifaceted gift. Men seeking after God must retrace their steps past each facet of the gift.

In an arena, bounded by time and space, men view the spectacles of life and death in every face. Youth, in its strength, hunger and fullness struggles to live; caught midway between fragmented memories, the others are driven on.

In Man and Nature the eternal cycle of birth, life and death lies just below the surface; the shadow of resurrection plays across every plane. Men awake to the beauty of life, but at the moment of realization, anxiety, bewilderment and disillusionment enter.

Counterpoint to this reality, Brother Bernard offers the needlepoint experience of the spider's web. A web embroidered in the warm darkness of night stretches back over the horizon into blinding sunlight and forward into darkness, Bernard comments on his own quest, recording the sights seen along the pilgrimage route. In time these entries, notions, experiences, form a brilliant processional of impressions and wisdom flash momentarily against nothingness.

Brother Bernard's thank offering to his God and all mankind.
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Then chances are you're not using Organic Peanut Butter.

In tough matches, Wood and Dezeeuw were the two of Ecuador's finest tennis players. They were Mike Dezeeuw, coach, and five of his players participated in the 45th annual Tournament, held at the Highland Prep Gym. He got the ball and was fouled in the process. FTU TOOK an easy victory over Florida A&M last week at the Lake Highland Prep Gym. The going was not so easy Tuesday night as the Knights dropped a tough match to the Gators from the University of Florida.

Delta Tau Delta has captured the Delta Tau Delta in Volleyball

eliminated though. Dezeeuw and Linton knocked off Canada's Mike Belkin and Puerto Rico's Sergio Rodriguez.

Wood teamed with Bill Tynan of Tuesday night. The Atlantic Tide Is Rising

as the GDI team looks the best. They'll triumphed over Bloomfield College, 647-0969

"center, mixes it up with FTU players in battle for rebound in last week's win at the Lake Highland Prep Gym. He got the ball and was fouled in the process.
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Attention Peanut Butter Addicts: Is your peanut butter suffering from the blight?

Then chances are you're not using Organic Peanut Butter. There really is a taste difference in Organic Peanut Butter, isn't it? Perhaps your thing is organic honey, or organic tea like Papaya Leaf or Sassafras Bark. We carry them all—everything natural from organic eggs and breed mixes to sunflower seeds and natural vitamins. Even Hain cosmetics. Come by and see us. Delight your palate, and your body with good things from The Atlantic Tide Is Rising

than anything else. And the engine is air-cooled, so you don't have to spend a red cent for anti-freeze or rust inhibitors.
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and you get more than your money's worth out of a set of tires.
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You have to wait until the second set of tires wears out.

The Atlantic Tide Is Rising

But don't think buying a new Volkswagen is just another get-rich-quick scheme.
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Knights Breeze In Doubleheader

Matmen Stomp Rattlers Here

Florida Tech's wrestling team demolished the Florida A&M Rattlers 48-8 last Friday night at the Lake Highland Prep Gym.

Rebounding from a loss to John Carroll University, the Knight matmen won the first seven matches to put the contest out of reach. Paul Allard got the Knights rolling with a pin of Perry Terry in 2:34 of the opening second period. In the 126-pound category Walter Wise pinned Larry Holland of Florida A&M.

The FTU wrestlers continued their dominance in the next match as Pet Murphy knocked Herbert Latamore in 6:06. Then Pete Ledane had to settle for a decision over Rattler Dave Phillips by a 2-0 decision.

Dave Olson of FTU had an easy time of it, as he needed only 52 seconds to pin Alphonso Livingston in the 100-pound class. It wasn't as easy for the Knights' match, however. Milkon won the 158-pound category by forfeit since Florida A&M had no wrestler in that category.


Archery Club Shoots Daily

The archery club is busy preparing for the Florida Collegiate Indoor Championships February 12. FTU's will host the tournament at the Gate Indoor Archery Lanes in Orlando.

The FTU archers practice once a week every Thursday at the FTU softball field. They are practicing at distances of 50 yards, the distance which will be shot in the February tournament.

Any student is eligible to enter the tournament.

Better Than Pants EXCLUSIVE LEVI SHOP jackets

Levi's jeans
knits
cords
bells
straights

behind JAI ALAI 170 Oxford Rd. Fern Park

FTU Lifters Win Dual AAU Meet

FTU's Forrest Byrd set a Florida state record as he led his team to a sweep of the Florida Association Weightlifting Championships held at the FTU Library last Saturday.

FTU GUARD Mike Clark leaves an unidentified FTU player flat-footed as he lays in two points as he needs only 52 seconds to pins Alphonso Livingston in the 100-pound class. It wasn't as easy for the Knights match, however. Milkon won the 158-pound category by forfeit since Florida A&M had no wrestler in that category.
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Wrestling Requires Good Conditioning

By Shelby Stromer

Last Friday I had my first opportunity to watch a collegiate wrestling match. And I must confess that, if it didn’t precede the FTU basketball game, I probably wouldn’t have gone to see it. But I have really been missing something. FTU’s wrestling team demolished their opponent, Oklahoma A&M, but that was irrelevant to me. Wrestling is a tense, exciting sport. The secret isn’t brute strength, as I had thought. Instead, quickness and conditioning are the key factors in wrestling. FTU’s team is well-coached and in excellent condition. They deserve an audience. I urge everyone to come out and watch their next match.

Now that the Dallas Cowboys are the champions of professional football, I suggest a game be set up between them and the Nebraska Cornhuskers for the real showdown in football supremacy.

Don’t you think it’s about time to put the dunk back in college basketball? I mean Lew Alcindor, for whom the anti-dunk law was established, has been graduated, joined the pros, and even changed his name. Seven-foot basketball players are here to stay, the dunk is part of the most spectacular shots in basketball and should be brought back.

Mike Clark, FTU’s high scoring guard in basketball, may not be the best ballplayer in his family after all too much longer. His little brother, Lee, is only in the ninth grade, yet shoots like an All-American. His father, Torchy Clark, says that his shooting eye is “downtown scary.” So Clark is not a stranger to the Knight basketball team. In addition to being tall ball and statistician, he has taken part in practice sit-ups against the players themselves, and played well, too.

While on the subject of Knight’s basketball team, there are two new players this year. Mike Farrow, a junior from Elizabeth, and Mike Malzone. Actually Malzone isn’t a newcomer to the team. Until he resigned his ankle in a preseason mishap, Malzone was part of Coach Clark’s guard-oriented offense. He also played on last year’s team. Farrow is a transfer student.

Intramural basketball has started. Early picks are for ATO, TKE, and Faculty Staff. But from where I sit, the GDI team looks the best.

The most spectacular shots in basketball and should be brought back.

Overall,
SIGMA DELTA

Sigma Delta professional journalism society will hold its first meeting of the quarter 7 p.m. Wednesday at 140 Magnolia in Oviedo. This meeting will take place following a curry dinner, and will primarily be a business meeting. Members are reminded that quarterly dues of $2 are being accepted by treasurer Sharon Marek and that they may pay their dues at the meeting.

BIOLOGY CLUB

The Biology Club held another of its infamous parties last Friday. The usual merriment and fun abounded, and thanks go to Sandy and Steve.

A Biology Club field trip to the Everglades is planned for February 11-13. Camping and collecting are included in recreation. All interested persons may contact Dr. Henry Whittier or Bob Poblad. The next club meeting will be 11 a.m. Tuesday in SC 335.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS

The Young Democrats will meet 11 a.m. Thursday in LR 210. Work will be done to prepare for the presidential candidates coming to campus within the next two weeks.

VETERANS GROUP

There will be an organizational meeting of PTU service veterans in AD 147 at 11 a.m. Tuesday. All veterans are invited.

PHYSICS SOCIETY

The Physics Society is working again. This quarter the club will set up physics demonstrations during an international rating system, and Kaleidoscope '72. Anyone interested in demonstrations, which will include competition is invited to come and bring holograms, induction coils, lasers or a friend. Players are also asked to bring their own boards.
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Ye Ole FuturE HORIZONSCOPE
By John the Good, Resident Seer

For Friday, January 21

IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:

Put your hair on the other side this week. It will make a change in your personality and your appearance. In fact, that 17 year old with the paternity suit against you might not even recognize you, or be able to pick you out of a line-up. It's worth a try, anyway.

AQUARIUS: Your sister was seen last week with 14 small-ford grummers, who, by profession, are some what lecherous. Actually, it's somewhat lecherous one of the undertakings of your family. They probably ride just under Tyrone S. Hornll as the most lecherous beings on this, or any other, world. Take care that there are no more meetings of this type, unless I am invited. I have been trying to get lessons from the little beggars for years, but they are still holding out.

PISCES: Urg. Illness and bad tidings. All musical instruments in the show have a Shape of forbidding darkness. Don't be too surprised. It should you brush your teeth once in a while.

ARIES: Unravel! A case of the Black Death, disguised at the flu, is heading in your direction. The obvious action is to dissemble yourself as a parrot, in which the Piscine has absolutely no interest. Polly want a cracker?

TAURUS: As the year turns around, prepare your ice sheets for the worst. Remember. Khunscheles was a farmer once, yes, and look what they did to him. Mysterious deaths are common. It is not a good idea to be a farmer. Keep your shoes off the table. I'm trying to talk...

GEMINI: You should be more cautious about making obscene phone calls. It's considered highly unorthodox to identify oneself by means other than a date, at least on the first call. I mean, after all, you hardly know one another.

Confidential to DISTRAUGHT CANCER In Midwest, Mo.: Your relations with a man that wealthy could only lead to unhappiness. Try him into marriage anyway. However, you could always get a divorce and scam him for all he's worth, or wait until he died (it was a sad, unhappy death, being whirled to death in the clothes dryer) and take possession of the estate. Remember the significance of the suffering before the reward. Besides, you could make life miserable for him in the interim, and he might leave you alone in the castle. Brandon, if he thinks you got you in trouble, it would only boost his ego, and he would probably consider it a favor anyway.

LEO: All your problems will suddenly zip into proportion this weekend when a large crack in the earth's crust will open up and swallow Kansas. You will not be so fortunate as to be in Kansas at the time. The only trick Monday will be to train everybody in Kansas to jump in the air and click their heels together three times. (Oh, it's good to be home again, Aunt Eun.)

SCORPIO: The art department has developed a new technique in casting in bronze, and they want to try it on you. The idea is this: First they get a pot of boiling water, and then lay your feet to a window system. Look at it this way. It could only help.

LIBRA: You bear your burdens like a true Spartan. Why don't you eat like one? Try a diet of dried berries and parched corn for about three weeks and you'll see why the Spartan could bear so much. Better yet, feed your-friends dried berries and parched corn. They need to bear a quite a bit while they are around you. SCORPIO:

Had it been a more common practice several years ago, you would have been shot, as a malformed fetus. In fact, you may have been shot after all, but just refused to die. What a crushing disappointment you must be to your real mother and father, whoever he was. Imagine expecting a boy, and getting a bunch. They even had a good name picked out for you. Did you know that your present folks adopted you? It was really not an adoption, however; they had to pay for the rashes dot and buy you a tag, but they later found out their horrendous mistake, when you ate your brother.

SAGITTARIUS: Know all holded warnings. Fold your breath until you turn blue. Kick your feet in the air and scream and shout. Hold out for the ultimate.

CAPRICORN: PAINTED WOMAN! Have you no shame? What makes you think you are exempt from the moral laws of our society? I feel back to learn of your activities from the stars. I am horror stricken to find all these things but I am nice got like you. Disgusting. I'm free every Wednesday night around 9:30.
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SCORPIO: The art department has developed a new technique in casting in bronze, and they want to try it on you. The idea is this: First they get a pot of boiling water, and then lay your feet to a window system. Look at it this way. It could only help.

LIBRA: You bear your burdens like a true Spartan. Why don't you eat like one? Try a diet of dried berries and parched corn for about three weeks and you'll see why the Spartan could bear so much. Better yet, feed your-friends dried berries and parched corn. They need to bear a quite a bit while they are around you. SCORPIO:

Had it been a more common practice several years ago, you would have been shot, as a malformed fetus. In fact, you may have been shot after all, but just refused to die. What a crushing disappointment you must be to your real mother and father, whoever he was. Imagine expecting a boy, and getting a bunch. They even had a good name picked out for you. Did you know that your present folks adopted you? It was really not an adoption, however; they had to pay for the rashes dot and buy you a tag, but they later found out their horrendous mistake, when you ate your brother.

SAGITTARIUS: Know all holded warnings. Fold your breath until you turn blue. Kick your feet in the air and scream and shout. Hold out for the ultimate.

CAPRICORN: PAINTED WOMAN! Have you no shame? What makes you think you are exempt from the moral laws of our society? I feel back to learn of your activities from the stars. I am horror stricken to find all these things but I am nice got like you. Disgusting. I'm free every Wednesday night around 9:30.

Bahamian Cruises Scheduled By VC

Two weekend cruises to the Bahamas are being offered through the Village Center during the Easter holidays. The "Bahama Star" will sail from Miami at 4:45 p.m. Friday, March 31 and arrive in Nassau at 9 a.m. Saturday. Passengers may either stay on board or tour Nassau.

The Village Center is offering this tour at $107.50 per person with three or four per cabin. Rates include cruise, cabin, all meals, port taxes and tips aboard ship.

Another tour is scheduled for Nassau and Freeport at $57.50, four to a cabin, or $59.75, two to a cabin. The ship will leave Miami Friday, March 31, at 4:45 p.m. and arrive in Freeport, that night at 10. Passengers may stay aboard ship or taxi into Freeport.

Rates include cruise, cabin, two meals a day-breakfast and either lunch or dinner-and port taxes.

Reservations must be made before the first week in February, and may be placed with Linda Eastman at the VC.

Wagon Wheel Ranch

HORSES FOR RENT RIDING IN THE PINES

Make reservations now for Overnite Camping Trip on Horseback, Jan 29th. Plenty of good food! Call 569-469

Don's UNIVERSITY GULF Corner of East 50 and Alafaya Trail

SERVICE CALLS Complete brake job for $45 Complete tune-up for $21

Florida State Theaters: Tickets 75¢
Colony: "Strawdogs" - Dustin Hoffman
Beacham: "Dirty Harry" - Clint Eastwood
Plaza: # 1 "Kotch" - Walter Matthau # 2 "Harold and Maude" - 20 year old guy marries 80 year old woman--Far out! Starring Gordon

WOMETCO Theatres: Park East and Park West
Tickets in Student Government Office LR 209